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Abstract G-matrix FT projection NMR spectroscopy was

employed for resonance assignment of the 79-residue

subunit c of the Escherichia coli F1F0 ATP synthase

embedded in micelles formed by lyso palmitoyl phospha-

tidyl glycerol (LPPG). Five GFT NMR experiments, that

is, (3,2)D HNNCO, L-(4,3)D HNNCabCa, L-(4,3)D

HNN(CO)CabCa, (4,2)D HACA(CO)NHN and (4,3)D

HCCH, were acquired along with simultaneous 3D 15N,
13Caliphatic, 13Caromatic-resolved [1H,1H]-NOESY with a

total measurement time of *43 h. Data analysis resulted in

sequence specific assignments for all routinely measured

backbone and 13Cb shifts, and for 97% of the side chain

shifts. Moreover, the use of two G2FT NMR experiments,

that is, (5,3)D HN{N,CO}{CabCa} and (5,3)D {CabCa}

{CON}HN, was explored to break the very high chemical

shift degeneracy typically encountered for membrane pro-

teins. It is shown that the 4D and 5D spectral information

obtained rapidly from GFT and G2FT NMR experiments

enables one to efficiently obtain (nearly) complete

resonance assignments of membrane proteins.
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Abbreviations

GFT G-matrix Fourier transformation

LPPG 1-Palmitoyl-2-hydroxy-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-

RAC-(1-glycerol)]

RAC Racemic

Even though 20–30% of a typical proteome are membrane

proteins, which are pivotal for living cellular systems and

constitute 60–70% of current drug targets (Lundstrom 2007),

less than 0.5% of all atomic resolution structures in the PDB are

from membrane proteins (Granseth et al. 2007). This reflects

the tremendous difficulties encountered for structure deter-

mination of membrane proteins, in particular when envisaging

structural genomics of membrane proteins. To resolve key

bottlenecks, the National Institutes of Health in the United

States has funded ‘specialized centers’ for methodology

development, such as the New York Consortium of Membrane

Protein Structure (NYCOMPS) (http://www.nycomps.org).

For NMR-based membrane protein structure determi-

nation, the preparation of 13C/15N-labeled protein samples

is required along with suitable protocols for reconstituting

the purified membrane protein into a membrane mimic

(e.g., Krueger-Koplin et al. 2004). Subsequently, either

solution or solid-state NMR can be used to obtain a high-

quality NMR structure (e.g., Sorgen et al. 2002; Tamm

et al. 2003; Fernandez et al. 2004; Gao and Cross 2005).

For both approaches, however, the severe chemical shift
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degeneracy encountered for membrane proteins impedes

data analysis. The degeneracy arises from the rather narrow

amino acid composition of membrane proteins (Fig. 1;

Tourasse and Li 2000) and the fact that a-helices show

per se more limited shift dispersion than extended

b-strands (Cavanagh et al. 2007).

Hence, it was proposed to employ GFT projection NMR

spectroscopy (Kim and Szyperski 2003; Atreya and Szy-

perski 2004, 2005; Eletsky et al. 2005; Shen et al. 2005;

Szyperski and Atreya 2006) for rapidly obtaining the pre-

cise highest-dimensional NMR spectral information for

breaking the very high shift degeneracy (Atreya et al.

2005). The G-matrix transformation, which is required to

phase-sensitively detect linear combinations of chemical

shifts for an arbitrary number of spins in a pure absorption

mode, allows one to acquire five or higher-dimensional

spectral information (Kim and Szyperski 2003). Other

valuable approaches requiring G-matrix transformations

include (i) projection-reconstruction NMR (Kupce and

Freeman 2004), taking advantage of the option to scale the

jointly sampled shifts (e.g. Kim and Szyperski 2003;

Atreya and Szyperski 2005), (ii) ‘Automated projection

NMR’ (Hiller et al. 2005), and (iii) Hi-Fi NMR (Eghbalnia

et al. 2005).

The two transmembrane-helix subunit c of the F0 por-

tion of the ATP synthase is involved in both proton

translocation across the membrane and in coupling this

proton flux to ATP synthesis by the F1 complex. Hence

there has been great interest in its structure and in any

possible protonation-linked conformational changes.

Resonance assignments, secondary structures and solution

structures have been reported for the c subunits of E. coli

(Norwood et al 1992; Girvin et al 1998; Rastogi and Girvin

1999a, b; Dmitriev et al. 2002; Dmitriev and Fillingame

2001), P. modestum (Matthey et al. 2002), B. firmus OF4

(Rivera-Torres et al. 2004), and Bacillus PS3 (Nakano

et al. 2006) in chloroform–methanol–water or chloroform–

methanol solvent mixtures, while the only study in detergent

micelles published thus far has been for the sodium-

transporting c subunit from P. modestum reconstituted in

SDS micelles (Matthey et al. 1999). In this communica-

tion, we describe the utility of GFT NMR for obtaining

essentially complete resonance assignments for multi-span

helical membrane proteins, using the subunit c (D61 ? N)

of the Escherichia coli F1F0 ATP synthase reconstituted in

LPPG micelles (Krueger-Koplin et al. 2004). The

D61 ? N mutation mimics a protonated side chain at

neutral pH.

The NMR sample was prepared by dissolving (i) 2.5 mg
13C,15N-labeled protein in 1:1 chloroform/methanol and

(ii) 15 mg LPPG (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, USA) in

chloroform, followed by drying the mixture of the two

solution under an argon stream (Krueger-Koplin et al.

2004). The resultant film was dissolved in 300 ll of 90%

H2O/10% 2H2O (50 mM potassium phosphate; pH = 7.0),

yielding an *0.9 mM protein solution. The corresponding

2D [15N,1H] HSQC spectrum (Fig. 2) shows that a

homogenous sample was obtained. The rotational correla-

tion time of the subunit c-micelle system was shown

previously to correspond to a globular protein of ca.

Fig. 1 Amino acid composition in the one-letter code of (a) subunit c

of E. coli ATP synthase, (b) trans-membrane helices (Tourasse and Li

2000), and (c) non-membrane proteins (Tourasse and Li 2000). The

uniformity of the amino acid compositions can be quantitatively

assessed by calculation the Shannon entropy of information theory

(Shannon 1948), S, of the compositions according to

S ¼ �
P

i pi log pi, where pi represents the fraction of amino acid i.
This yields S(subunit c) = 1.08, S(transmembrane) = 1.13 and

S(non-transmembrane) = 1.25. Considering that S must be between

0 (a single pi = 1) and 1.301 (all pi = 0.05), these values reflect the

rather uniform amino acid composition of transmembrane helices,

which contributes to the very high chemical shift degeneracy (see

text). Furthermore, the values show that the composition of subunit c

is even more uniform that the average composition of helical

transmembrane proteins, and it might be that entropy is a valuable

quantitative measure to estimate shift degeneracy emerging from

uniformity of amino acid composition
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Fig. 2 2D [15N,1H] HSQC

spectrum recorded at 45�C for

subunit c of E. coli F1F0 ATP

synthase reconstituted in LPPG

micelles. Resonance

assignments are given in the

one-letter amino acid code and

residue number. The central

region of the spectrum is

enlarged in the inset at the

bottom on the right

Table 1 GFT and G2FT NMR

experiments recorded for

subunit c (D61 ? N) of the

E. coli F1F0 ATP synthase

a Direct dimension: x3(1H): 64;

512; 8
b Minimal measurement time of

the conventional congener

having the same spectral

resolution (i.e., the same tmax

values for the indirect

dimensions) are given in

parentheses. Those were

calculated using equivalent

spectral widths, as well as the

same number of transients,

relaxation delay between scans

and maximal evolution periods

as the GFT NMR experiments
c Diagonal and intra-residue

cross peaks were excluded

Experiment Spectral parameters

Indirect dimension:a

tmax (ms); complex points;

Digital Resolution (Hz/Point)a

Measurement

time (hours)b
Peak

detection

yield (%)

Average

S/N

GFT

L-(4,3)D HNNCabCa x1(13Ca, 13Cab): 6.5; 78; 76.9 11.0 (130) 96 5.3 ± 6.2

x2(15N): 18.6; 26; 26.9

L-(4,3)D HNN(CO)CabCa x1(13Ca, 13Cab): 6.5; 78; 76.9 10.5 (130) 98 5.4 ± 6.5

x2(15N): 18.6; 26; 26.9

(3,2)D HNNCO x1(15N, 13C0): 40 ; 64; 19.5 0.25 (9.7) 100 16.7 ± 10.4

(4,2)D HACA(CO)NHN x1(15N, 13C0, 13Ca): 6.6; 53; 15.5 3.0 (258) 100 11.1 ± 8.5

(4,3)D HCCH x1(13C, 1H): 6.6; 100; 75 8.5 (137) 96 15.9 ± 16.8

x2(13C): 5.3; 24; 94

NOESY

3D 15N, 13Calip, 13Caro-

resolved

[1H,1H]-NOESY

x1(1H): 15.5; 140; 32 9.5 100 6.5 ± 6.7c

x2(13C): 6.6; 36; 75

x2(15N): 20.5; 36; 24.3

Total NOESY and GFT *43

G2FT

(5,3)D

HN{N,CO}{CabCa}

x1(13Ca, 13Cab): 6.5; 78; 76.9 55 (7,750) 100 3.1 ± 3.3

x2(15N, 13C0): 18.7; 30; 26.7

(5,3)D {CabCa}{CON}HN x1(13Ca, 13Cab): 6.5; 78; 76.9 20 (5,380) 100 11.4 ± 11.4

x2(15N, 13C0): 15.6; 25; 32
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15–20 kDa (Krueger-Koplin et al. 2004). Consistently, we

obtained for the present study at 45�C an approximate

isotropic overall rotational correlation time, sr, of *11 ns

as inferred from 15N nuclear spin relaxation time T1/T1q

ratios (e.g. Szyperski et al. 2002).

All NMR experiments were recorded at a temperature of

45�C on a Varian INOVA 600 spectrometer equipped with

a cryogenic 1H{13C, 15N} triple resonance probe (Table 1):

(3,2)D HNNCO, longitudinal relaxation optimized

L-(4,3)D HNNCabCa and L-(4,3)D HNN(CO)CabCa

(Atreya and Szyperski 2004), (4,2)D HACA(CO)NHN

(Kim and Szyperski 2003), and (4,3)D HCCH (Liu et al.

2005) were acquired along with simultaneous 3D 15N,
13Caliphatic, 13Caromatic-resolved [1H,1H]-NOESY (Xia et al.

2003; Shen et al. 2005). This protocol enables one to adapt

measurement times to sensitivity requirements while

obtaining high-dimensional spectral information and

keeping the number of experiments small: the total mea-

surement time was only *43 h. In spite of the short

measurement times, nearly complete peak detection and

sufficiently large S/N ratios were registered (Table 1).

The program PROSA (Güntert et al. 1992) was used for

data processing and the program XEASY (Bartels et al.

1995) was used for spectral analysis. For backbone HN-N-

CO spin system identification, 2D [15N,1H] HSQC (Fig. 2)

and (3,2)D HNNCO were used. Sequential backbone and
13Cb resonance assignments were performed as was

described for soluble globular proteins (Liu et al. 2005)
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based on L-(4,3)D HNNCabCa, L-(4,3)D HNN(CO)CabCa

and (4,2)D HACA(CO)NHN. Side-chain resonance

assignment relied on (4,3)D HCCH (Liu et al. 2005) and

simultaneous 3D 15N, 13Caliphatic, 13Caromatic-resolved

[1H,1H]-NOESY. Data analysis resulted in sequence spe-

cific assignments (BMRB accession number: 15564)

(Fig. 3a) for (i) all backbone and 13Cb shifts (excluding

only those of the terminal NH3
+ group, the 15N shifts of

proline residues, and the 13C0 shifts of residues preceding

proline residues), and (ii) 97% of the side chain resonance

(Fig. 3c) (excluding only K NH3
+, R NH2, and OH groups).

Secondary chemical shifts of 13Ca and 13Cb, that is their

deviation from random coil values (e.g. Zhang et al. 2003),

correlate with protein backbone conformation (Spera and

Bax 1991): downfield and upfield shifts are observed,

respectively, for 13Ca and 13Cb in a-helices of globular

proteins. On the average, the secondary shifts are

3.09 ± 1.00 ppm for 13Ca and -0.38 ± 0.85 ppm for 13Cb

(Spera and Bax 1991). For subunit c we obtained

2.59 ± 0.96 ppm and -0.65 ± 0.70 ppm, indicating that

the secondary shifts in transmembrane helices are not

significantly different from what is observed for globular

proteins (see also Chill et al. 2006).

When using conventional 3D NMR (Cavanagh et al.

2007), nearly complete resonance assignment of a-helical

membrane proteins requires long measurement times. This

is because high degeneracy of the 1Ha/13Ca as well as side

chain 13C/1H shifts requires acquisition of a larger number

of different experiments. The resonance assignment of

subunit c by use of conventional experiments relied on the

following eight 3D experiments to accomplish comparable

assignment completeness, where the number of increments

in the indirect dimensions is indicated in parentheses: 3D

HNNCO (15N: 22 complex points, 13C0: 50), HNNCACB

(15N: 22, 13Ca/b: 60), HNN(CO)CACB (15N: 22, 13Ca/b:

60), H(C)CH (1H: 100, 13C: 64), H(C)CH-TOCSY (1H: 90,
13C: 87), 3D 15N-resolved [1H,1H]-NOESY (1H: 170, 15N:

32), 3D 13Caliphatic-resolved [1H,1H]-NOESY (1H: 150,
13C: 40) and 3D 13Caromatic-resolved [1H,1H]-NOESY (1H:

128, 13C: 29). Thus, data acquisition (with 4 or 8 transients

per increment in 368 h using a conventional probe)

required recording of a total of 132,488 averaged tran-

sients. In comparison, only 72,488 averaged transients

where acquired for the NMR data of Table 1, showing that

GFT NMR and simultaneous NOESY data acquisition

reduced the minimal measurement about twofold. At the

same time, highly resolved 4D spectral information was

encoded in the GFT NMR experiments (see Table 1 for a

comparison with the minimal measurement times of the

conventional congener experiments). This also greatly

enhances the speed and reliability of the resonance

assignment process, again by breaking the high shift

degeneracy typically encountered for a-helical membrane

proteins. For example, the chemical shifts of subunit c

could be assigned within a week, whereas the analysis time

for the larger set of conventional data was several weeks.

To assess their efficiency for resonance assignment of

membrane proteins, two G2FT NMR experiments (Atreya

et al. 2005), i.e., (5,3)D HN{N,CO}{CabCa} and (5,3)D

{CabCa}{CON}HN for breaking the very high chemical

shift degeneracy encountered for such systems were also

recorded. The lower intrinsic sensitivity of these experi-

ments, each of which delivers 5D spectral information,

required somewhat longer measurement times in order to

Fig. 3 Resonance assignment of subunit c based on GFT experiments

(Table 1). (a) [x1(13Ca, 13Cab),x3(1HN)]-strips taken from L-(4,3)D

HNN(CO)CabCaNH (labeled with a1) and L-(4,3)D HNNCabCa

(labeled with a2) at x2(15N) (the 15N chemical shifts are indicated at

the bottom of the strips) of residues 70–72 (referred to as residue i).
The strips are centered along x3(1HN) about their backbone 1HN

shifts. Along x1(13Ca, 13Cab), peaks are observed at X(13Ca) ±

X(13Ca/b) of residue i - 1 in ‘‘a1’’ and of residue i in ‘‘a2’’ (in

addition, peaks originating from residue i - 1 are observed in ‘‘a2’’ if

transfer via 2JNCa is sufficiently effective). X(X) (X = 13Ca, 13Cb)

denotes the offset relative to the carrier position [during t1(13Cab), the
13C carrier frequency is placed at 43 ppm; during t1(13Ca), the carrier

frequency is placed at 56 ppm]. The composite plot of strips on the
left was taken from the GFT sub-spectrum comprising peaks at

X(13Ca) + X(13Ca) (labeled as 1, 3, 5, 7) and X(13Ca) + X(13Cb)

(labeled as 2, 4), and the composite plot on the right was taken from

the sub-spectrum comprising peaks at X(13Ca) - X(13Ca) (1, 3, 5, 7)

and X(13Ca) - X(13Cb) (2, 4) (the type of linear combination of

chemical shifts is indicated above the composite plots). The combined

use of L-(4,3)D CabCa(CO)NH/HNNCabCa yields three sequential

walks along the polypeptide backbone which are indicated by dashed

lines. Peaks were sequentially assigned to the 13C(shifts of G69 (1),

L70 (2, 3), G71 (5), and L72 (4, 7). (b) Composite plots of strips taken

from (4,2)D HACA(CO)NHN used for 1Ha resonance assignment.

The signals in panel (b) arise from magnetization transfer from 1Ha of

M1 to 1HN of E2. The four basic spectra (labeled B4-B7) encode the

chemical shifts of 1Ha
i-1, 13Ca

i-1, and 15Ni in a single GFT

dimension: linear combinations are registered as X0 ± X1 ± X2 with

X0 = X(15N), X1 = X(13Ca) and X2 = X(1Ha) (the part per million

scale along x1 is defined for 15N). Specifically, the linear combina-

tions observed in sub-spectra B4–B7 are: B4 [X0 + X1 + X2]; B5

[X0 + X1 - X2]; B6 [X0 - X1 + X2]; B7 [X0 - X1 - X2]. To

resolve potential shift degeneracies, first-order central peak spectra

are acquired (B2–B3) comprising peaks at: B2 [X0 + X1]; B3 [X0 -

X1], second-order central peaks (B1) are signals of 2D [15N, 1H]-

HSQC at X0. (c) Assignment of aliphatic side chains exemplified for

I28 (black) and I66 (red): the chemical shifts are nearly degenerate

and only the 4D spectral information enables efficient resonance

assignment. On the left, two composite plots show strips taken from

the basic sub-spectra providing X(13C) + X(1H) (labeled B1) and

X(13C) - X(1H) (B2) along the GFT dimension x1 (Table 1). On the

right, a composite plot (B3) shows strips taken from the central peak

spectrum of (4,3)D HCCH, providing X(13C) along x1 [that is, 3D

(H)CCH information]. For aliphatic spin system identification, sums

and differences of shifts of covalently attached 13C and 1H nuclei are

delineated in B1 and B2, while 13C shifts are matched in B3. The five

[x1(13C, 1H),x3(1H)] strips were taken along x2(13C) at the shifts

of 13Ca, 13Cb, 13Cc1, 13Cc2, and 13Cd1 (indicated at the bottom of

the strips of B3). The peaks encode along x1 linear combinations of

the following shifts: 13Ca/1Ha(labeled as 1), 13Cb/1Hb(2),
13Cc12,c13/1Hc12,c13 (3), 13Cc2/1Hc2 (4), and 13Cd/1Hd (5)

b
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ensure (nearly) complete peak detection and workable S/N

ratios (Table 1). Importantly, however, the G2FT NMR

experiments are 13C0i-1, 15Ni,
1HN

i-resolved, that is, 15Ni

and 13C0i-1 shifts are jointly sampled for breaking
15N,1HN-shift degeneracy, while 13Ca/b and 13Ca shifts are

jointly sampled for sequentially linking spin systems

(Fig. 4). Evidently, the (5,3)D G2FT experiments can be

combined with 15N-resolved (4,3)D counterparts (Fig. 3b).

Hence, in the sub-spectra constituting (5,3)D

HN{N,CO}{CabCa}, (5,3)D {CabCa}{CON}HN, L-(4,3)D

HNNCabCa and L-(4,3)D HNN(CO)CabCa nine ‘sequential

walks’ can be established.

Taken together, protocols based on (L-optimized) GFT

and G2FT NMR promise to be highly valuable for assigning

larger, possibly deuterated a-helical membrane proteins,

particularly in high throughput structural genomics efforts.
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